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Introduction: In March 2015, Dawn arrived at Ceres after its 7.5-year journey. It had orbited and mapped Vesta before arriving at its final target, the largest body in the main asteroid belt. There it found a dark, desiccated, heavily cratered surface, punctuated by small bright spots. Ceres suffered a similar cratering population as Vesta and is just as cratered at smaller sizes, but it is absent the largest expected craters and is gravitationally relaxed at lowest orders, implying a mechanically strong thick lithosphere with a weaker warm asthenosphere, both part of a volatile-rich mantle. Ceres’ crust is a thin deposit containing ammoniated clay of probable endogenous origin, carbonates and dark material, and exhibits bright patches of possible salt concentrations. Beneath this crust is a mechanically strong layer, a mixture of water-ice and rock, with carbonates and salt. Smooth crater floors, flows of material across the surface, isolated mountains at least one of which appears to be an ice volcano, all point to the importance of volatile-driven activity on Ceres that likely involves brine-driven cryovolcanism.
**Distinctive Surface Features on Ceres:** While the surface of Vesta is a rocky regolith covering large and small craters, the surface of Ceres is very dark and includes fissures, mountains, flows, and small local bright areas. Figure 1 shows a mosaic of the Occator crater and its bright spots. Figure 2 shows the Ahuna Mons, possibly an ice volcano. Figure 3 shows a typical flow, most probably initiated by an impact into a mixed ice-rock layer. Figure 4 is a schematic interior structure consistent with observations.

**The Surface of Vesta vs. the Surface of Ceres:** These two Mollweide projections show the topography of Vesta (left) and Ceres (right). The vertical relief on Vesta is about 2.5 times greater than that on Ceres. The surface of Vesta is scarred by large craters and circumferential graben, whereas Ceres’ surface is dominated by smaller craters and many more fissures and cracks than Vesta.

*Figure 4. Possible interior structure consistent with Dawn’s observation.*

*Figure 5. Mollweide projection of the colored contours of the topography of Vesta.*

*Figure 6. Mollweide projection of the colored contours of the topography of Ceres.*